WEEK 1 Feb 1  NEEDHAM, THE SCC SERIES, & CHINESE PUBLIC HYGIENE

By Joseph Needham, with the collaboration of Lu Gwei-djen, edited and with an introduction by Nathan Sivin.

WEEK 2 Feb 8  EARLY MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

READ: Parcel out chapters and write a 1-2 page summary of what primary sources provide on medicine and public health in ancient China.

WEEK 3 Feb 15  DISEASE IN EAST ASIA & EURO-ASIA

WEEK 4 Feb 22, FOOD & NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY DISEASES
3. Each person chooses one chapter in SSC vol. VI to report on.
4. Each person selects one chapter from another book on Food in China to summarize.

WEEK 5 Mar 1, EPIDEMICS & SOCIETY

WEEK 6 Mar 5, CONTAGION

2
Requirements: 7 Review Essays or Book Reviews. The course aim is to have all of the essays or reviews of the material for this course posted on e-reserves after each week for everyone’s reference. Please send me e-copies the evening before class and bring a hard copy for me to class. Read the Book Review packet for guidelines to how to write a literature review essay and a book review and how to gauge your reader/audience. I will respond to your essays directly in the e-text and may request changes before having them posted on the course e-reserves website. I will evaluate the progress in quality of analysis and writing individually over the course of the seminar.

Those who would like to present parts of their dissertation, may sign up to present their work on one of the days during the research discussion session that will precede each class from 11-12 in the Jacobs Room (Directly left of 310). Email distribution the weekend (Sunday latest) before presentation.

Required Books: All are available at the Monument St Bookstore and Welch Reserves.

Overviews in Chinese: (Not required reading).
Ch’en Sh’eng-k’un . Zhongguo yibing shi (The History of Disease in China). 9 1992
Ch’en Sh’eng-k’un . Yixue, xinli, minsu (Medicine, Psychology, and the People). 10 1992
Fan Xingzhun . Zhongguo yufang yixue sixiang shi (The History of Medical Thought on Prevention in China). 1995
Leung Ki Che, Angela. 2002. “Jibing yu fangtu zhi guanxi: Yuan zhi Qing jian yijie de kanfu” (The Relationship Between Illness and the Environment: Perspectives on the medical world from the Yuan to the Ming), 165-212, in Xingbie yu yiliao: disan jie guoji
Intro

WEEK 7 Mar 22 Thurs  INTRODUCTION
Introduce themes of course, requirements, and sign up for books or articles to report on.

WEEK 8 Mar 27 Tuesday Brown Bag Lunch 12-1 Dr. Du Lihong, China Academy of Social Sciences, will introduce her research on the history of Beijing’s Public Health Administration from the end of the 19th century to the end of the Republican era.

Du Lihong’s Publications: You may make copies from originals in dept office
(1930-1937)


To access the seminar’s course page on ERES please go to the following link:http://eres.welch.jhmi.edu/eres/courseindex.aspx?page=search

Type in Hanson as the Instructor or Enter the Course Number. Click on the course number link:SOM-INST150.706 You will be asked to enter the password (inst706) click the accept button to access the course page.


Note: Highly recommended to attend the Colloquium 3:45 Ruth Rogaski will present her new work “In Search of Mount Changbai: Creating Imperial Knowledge of a Manchu Homeland in the early Qing,” which is part of her larger project on *The Nature of Manchuria.* The pre-circulated paper will be made available upon request.

Other Publications by Rogaski:


Selections:

Yu Xinzhong

, 2005 12

WEEK 9 April 5 Thurs  CHINESE CITIES & PUBLIC HEALTH


Selections:
Western Views on Chinese Public Health & Hygiene at the end of the 19th Century
Dudgeon, John. The Diseases of China: Their causes, conditions, and prevalence contrasted with those of Europe. Glasgow: Dunn & Wright, 1877.

North, Manchuria:

**North, Beijing, Shanxi:**


Cao Lijuan __________ 31 2 2001

Cao Shuji __________ 1997. “Shuyi liuxing yu Huabei shehui de bianqian, 1580-1644”

Cao Shuji __________ 2006 1

Ch’iu Chung-lin __________ 2004. “Mingdai Beijing de wenyi yu yiliiao tixi de yingbian”
(“The Epidemics in Ming Beijing and the Responses from the Empire’s Public Health System”).


**Jiangnan region: Zhejiang province, Shanghai:**


Yi Xinzhong . Qingdai Jiangnan de wenyi yu shehui: yi xiang yiliao shehui shi de yanjiu (Epidemics and Society in Jiangnan during the Qing dynasty: Research on the Social History of Medicine). 2003

South: Yunnan, Guangdong, Guangxi


Cao Shuji and Li Yushang, “Shuyi liuxing dui jindai zhongguo shehui de yingxiang” 18 19 2001


Lai Wen and Li Yongchen, Lingnan wenyi shi (The History of Epidemics in Lingnan). 2004

Li Yushang and Cao Shuji, “Xiantong nianjian de shuyi liuxing he Yunnan renkou simang” 2001 2


Hong Kong:


Sutphen, Mary Preston. 1997. “Remoured power: Hong Kong, 1894 and Cape Town,
1901.” Western Medicine as Contested Knowledge, B.J. Andrews and Andrew Cunningham, eds. Western Medicine as Contested Knowledge (Manchester University Press, 1997).

**Taiwan:**
Chen Yongxing . Taiwan yiliao fazhan shi
2000
Fan Yanqiu 1895
1920 1994
——— 2005
Fu Dawie 2004
Liu Shiyong 8 1 2001 10
Liu Cuirong 1999
Liu Shiyong
Zhuang Yongming 1998

**Japan:**

**Singapore**

**WEEK 10 April 12 Thurs REPUBLICAN CHINA: THE NATION’S HEALTH & NATIONAL MEDICINE**

Other selections by Ka-che Yip:

——. “Public Health Care” “Medical Doctors.” Articles in Edward L. Davis ed., 


Other selections (See also supplementary bibliography):


Brooks, Timothy and Bob Tadashi Wakabayashi, eds. Opium Regimes; China, 

Croizier, Ralph C. 1968. Traditional Medicine in Modern China: Science, Nationalism, and 

——. “The Ideology of Medical Revivalism in Modern China,” Asian Medical Systems: 


Ph.D., Dissertation, University of Chicago.

——. “From Changshan to a New anti-Malarial Drug: Re-Networking Chinese Drugs 
and Excluding Chinese Doctors,“ Social Studies of Science 20.3 (June 1999): 323-58.

——. 54 2004 6 104 164

WEEK 11 April 17  TUESDAY MAOIST MEDICINE & RURAL HEALTH CARE


Selections (See also supplementary bibliography):
_____. *Serve The People*.

WEEK 12 April 26  ____ POST-MAO ERA: YANGSHENG, QIGONG, & PSYCHIATRY

Selections:

WEEK 13 May 3  ____ STDS and HIV/AIDS in China
3) George Hatem or Ma Hai-Teh, “With Mao Tse-tung’s thought as the compass for action in the control of venereal diseases in China,” China’s Medicine (1966): 52-68.

Selections:
See website on the history of HIV/AIDS in China, China AIDS Survey: www.casy.org
_____, “Medicine, VD, and Prostitution in pre-Revolutionary China,” Social History of Medicine 5.1 (1992): 43-120.

WEEK 14 May 10  NOTE 12:30-2:30 SARS: Old & New Frames

Handout: Hanson, Book Review of Christine Loh and Civic Exchange, ed. *At the Epicentre: Hong Kong and the SARS Outbreak* (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2004), which includes a review of East Asian scholarship on SARS for *China Review International*, forthcoming in fall issue 2006.

Selections:


